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Abstract: This paper proposes a new method to analyze technical development directions of a
company using knowledge persistence-based main path analysis and co-inventor network analysis.
Main path analysis is used for identifying internal technical knowledge flows and inheritances over
time within a company, and knowledge persistence-based main path analysis can well identify major
knowledge streams of each sub-domain within a relatively small knowledge network generated by
one company without omission of significant inventions. A co-inventor network analysis is used for
identifying key inventors who can be represented as the major technical capabilities of a company. The
method is a meaningful attempt in that it applies knowledge persistence-based main path analysis to
analyzing a company’s internal technical development and combines the two approaches to provide
the information on both base technical capabilities and new technical characteristics. To test the
method, this paper conducted an empirical study of Samsung Electronics. The results show that the
method generated major knowledge flows and identified key inventors of Samsung Electronics. In
particular, the method can identify the base technical knowledge as the ‘backbone’ and newly injected
knowledge as ‘fresh blood’ for forecasting future technical development. Based on the identified clue
information, this paper forecasted the potential future technologies for each sub-domain of Samsung
Electronics with technical keywords and descriptions.

Keywords: knowledge persistence; main path analysis; social network analysis; corporate technology
strategy; technology forecasting

1. Introduction

Technologies have been considered as a key resource for achieving and sustaining a
competitive advantage. The internal technical capability as a basis for obtaining new tech-
nical knowledge can determine the technical competitiveness and development directions
of companies. Since it fundamentally requires much time and effort for technical human
resources to develop and improve the internal technical capability, most tech-oriented com-
panies, even service companies, devote much attention to developing it through continual
R&D activities. To achieve competitive advantages, companies should provide relatively
better customer’s values than competitors, and so it is essential to know competitors’
technical capabilities and understand their developmental directions through technical
monitoring. There have been many studies on monitoring the technical landscape of a
specific technical field using technical data; patents as the reliable, free-accessible, and
structured technical data, have been widely used for technical monitoring. Lee et al. [1]
developed a patent map approach to discovering new technical opportunities in a technical
domain. Daim et al. [2] presented a bibliometric approach for monitoring and forecasting
emerging technologies using patent data. Zhang et al. [3] proposed a term of clumping
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steps for technical monitoring. Moehrle and Caferoglu [4] employed a semantic patent
analysis to discover the emerging technologies in a camera domain. Park et al. [5] suggested
an analytic framework to evaluate companies’ technical capability within a specific techni-
cal field using a patent semantic analysis. Yoon et al. [6] developed a method to identify
technical competition trends for R&D planning using a dynamic patent map approach.
Mun et al. [7] proposed a method to analyze technical trends in a specific technical field
from the functional perspective using a function scoring approach. Mun et al. [8] suggested
a method to assess the technical capability of firms for the business diversification purpose
using patent metrics.

Even though previous methods are useful to identify competitive relationships and
evaluate technical capabilities of firms, there have been few researches that focus on the
specific development trajectories of internal technical capability and future development
directions based on the technical capability.

To overcome this, we propose a new method to investigate the technical development
directions of a company based on its internal knowledge inheritance and inventor capa-
bilities. Specifically, this paper combined the main path analysis and inventor network
analysis to identify a firm’s internal technical trajectories and predict its future develop-
ment directions. A main path analysis has been widely used for understanding technical
changes [9–14] and trajectories under a technical field [15–27]. This approach identifies the
major knowledge flows within a knowledge network by minimizing the network complex-
ity, and so it can show the major knowledge flows within a company. In addition, the last
nodes in a main path can be the specific clues to predict future development directions [28].
Given that the technical capabilities of a company cannot be evolved in short time, but
accumulated and inherited over time through continuous R&D activity, we adopted the
knowledge persistence (KP)-based main path analysis, which can quantify how much
knowledge of a patent was inherited to later inventions [23,29]. A co-inventor network
analysis assesses the inventors’ impact or power in a co-inventor network and finds key
inventors who make a huge influence on the internal technical development [30–33]. Since
key inventors play a critical role for the internal knowledge flows and inheritance, the
specific technical areas of key inventors are closely aligned with the firm’s R&D directions.
Companies develop new inventions based on the combination of internal technical capabil-
ity as a ‘backbone’ and new technical knowledge from outside as ‘fresh blood’. Therefore,
the technical knowledge in the end-nodes on the main paths and major technical capabili-
ties, or technical fields, of key inventors can be the ‘backbone’ for future technologies, and
new technical knowledge adopted to the end-nodes or recently emerged technical areas
of key inventors can be the unconventional knowledge sources that enable one to achieve
novel and breakthrough features as ‘fresh blood’.

To test the method, this paper applied it to the case of Samsung Electronics. Since
Samsung Electronics has a great number of patents (Top 2 assignee in the world) and
complex internal technical structures, this company can be a great case to test the proposed
method. The empirical analysis shows/found that KP-based main path analysis can
represent the major technical knowledge flows and inheritance, and co-inventor network
analysis can objectively identify key inventors in each technical field of the focal company.
In particular, new technical knowledge, or technical fields, employed by the inventions
through backward citations and added to the key inventors was identified in the later
inventions. Therefore, the proposed method is useful for predicting future development
directions of a company, and this paper forecasted the potential future technologies for
each sub-domain of Samsung Electronics with technical keywords and descriptions.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The related literature is reviewed in
Section 2. Section 3 explains the proposed method. The empirical case study is conducted
in Section 4. Section 5 presents the discussion and conclusion.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. KP-Based Main Path Analysis

Main path analysis has been widely exploited for analyzing and understanding the
technical changes and innovation under a specific area. The basic concept of main path
analysis is to reduce the network complexity of a citation-based big/huge knowledge
network. A knowledge network is usually constructed based on citation relationships.
So, each citing and cited relationship represents knowledge flow between two inventions.
Since early inventions cannot cite later inventions and citations basically have directions,
the network is an unweighted and directional acyclic network. This type of network does
not work well with common metrics from a social network analysis. Therefore, most main
path analysis studies developed or adopted a new network algorithm.

The first attempt is a search path-based approach developed by Hummon and Dereian [34].
This main path analysis generates a single path based on the traversal counts. Most previous
studies adopted the basic concept of the Hummon and Dereian [34]’s main path analysis for
investigating scientific and technical knowledge trajectories [16,35–40]. Since a single main path
is insufficient to analyze technical domains, Verspagen [16] suggested an improved main path
approach that can generate multiple main paths. Verspagen [16]’s main path analysis integrates
the main path for specific periods. For example, if the whole period is 10 years and the year scale
is one year, there are nine main paths from the first year to n-th year (n = 2~10). Verspagen’s
main path analysis was useful to analyze the technical domains having multiple sub-fields.
Many studies have adopted it for various purposes [41–47]. However, the critical limitations of
this approach were the high network complexity and omission of the dominant technologies on
the main paths.

To overcome the limitations, Park and Magee [29] developed the knowledge per-
sistence (KP)-based main path analysis. KP-based main path analysis first identifies the
dominant knowledge using KP that quantifies how much technical influence an invention
has on the latest technical developments and then connects the adjacent nodes having
the highest KP scores using backward–forward path analysis [29]. The clear benefit of
KP-based main path analysis is that it can generate multiple main paths by significantly
reducing the network complexity without omission of any dominant inventions. Since
this research adopts a main path analysis to identify the major knowledge trajectories of
a specific company, a main path analysis must show the multiple technical domains of a
company, inherited knowledge flows over time and the most significant inventions of the
focal company. Considering the mentioned advantages, this paper adopted the KP-based
main path analysis.

2.2. Co-Inventor Network Analysis

In a scholarly data analysis, inventors or authors are important bibliographic infor-
mation for various research purposes. Since R&D human resources can represent the
scientific and technical capability of organizations, their co-occurrence relations with other
bibliographic information, such as a country, organization, or research field, can be used for
better understanding the collaboration trends [48–50], regional characteristics [33,51–56],
or technical changes and innovation [33,54,57–61]. In particular, co-inventor relationships
within an organization can show some significant inventors who are strategically allocated
to major R&D projects and so usually lead most R&D projects. Therefore, key inventors’
technical capability and major technical fields are aligned with the firm’s R&D directions.

A co-inventor network can be constructed based on the co-occurrence relationships
among inventors. A co-inventor network is usually a weighted and undirected cyclic
network, and so the metrics from social network analysis can provide good performance.
There have been many studies that used a social network analysis to analyze patent co-
inventor networks. Han and Park [62] developed a method to calculate inter-industrial
knowledge diffusions using patent citation-based network analysis. Cantner and Graf [30]
investigated the local inventor relationships in Jena using co-inventor network analysis. Lei
et al. [63] employed patent-based assignee and co-inventor network analysis to analyze the
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collaboration relationships in the solar photovoltaic domain. This paper used the degree
and betweenness centrality to identify key inventors in a company.

3. Method
3.1. Data Collections

This paper collected all granted United States patents of Samsung Electronics from 1
January 1976 to 31 December 2020. We first constructed a patent database using USPTO
(United States Patent and Trademark Office) data through PatentsView (www.patentsview.
org) and collected patents of Samsung Electronics by searching the patents containing
the assignee name ‘samsung’ and then filtering out the patents not having ‘electronics’.
Total 112,334 patents were collected. For co-inventor network analysis, inventor name
disambiguation should be processed. We disambiguated inventor names by considering
technical fields and co-inventor relationships.

3.2. Identification of Internal Knowledge Flows

To understand the technical development process, it is important to identify the flows
of technical knowledge over time, and this paper used the KP-based main path analysis to
identify knowledge flows within a company. KP is a quantitative metric that measures the
technical influence of a patent on the latest technologies in a knowledge network. KP can
be measured as follows. First, the patent citation network is constructed. Second, the layer
length of the patent citation network is measured by identifying the longest path from the
start-point to the end-point. Third, each patent is rearranged by the defined layer structure.
Fourth, the weight of each edge between two patents is calculated based on knowledge
in-flows through backward citations. Specifically, the weight of the edge from the cited
to the citing patent is calculated by 1/the number of all backward citations of the citing
patent. Finally, KP of a patent is calculated by the following formulation [29]:

KP(PatentA) = ∑n
i=1∑mi

j=1∏
lj−1
k=1

1

BackwardCitation
(

Patentijk

) (1)

where KP(PatentA) is the knowledge persistence value of the focal patent A, n is the
number of directly or indirectly connected end nodes, i is the number of the last layer
nodes directly or indirectly connected to PatentA, lj is the number of nodes on the j-th
path between Patenti and PatentA, and mi is all paths can be generated between Patenti
and PatentA. Patentijk is the k-th patent on the j-th path between Patenti and PatentA;

BackwardCitation
(

Patentijk

)
is the number of the cited patents (backward citations) by

Patentijk.
To identify the important patents, the KP value of each patent is max normalized

from the global point of view (GP: Global Knowledge persistence) and the local point of
view (LP: Local Knowledge Persistence). This paper sets the threshold for the important
patents as GP ≥ 0.3 or LP ≥ 0.8, based on the previous studies [29,64,65]. To identify the
main paths, all important patents are connected by the backward and forward searching
technique (Figure 1). The backward and forward searching finds the highest KP patents
on the backward and forward layers of the focal patent. Therefore, KP-based main path
analysis can dramatically reduce a network complexity without missing the important
patents.

www.patentsview.org
www.patentsview.org
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Figure 1. Backward and forward searching for main path identification.

3.3. Identification of Key Inventors

To investigate R&D efforts of Samsung Electronics, the co-inventor network was
constructed based on all the Samsung patents. Each node in the network represents an
inventor, and the edge between two nodes indicates that the two inventors co-invented one
patent. The co-inventor network in this research is generated and analyzed using iGraph—a
network analysis package for Python. Based on [59], we determined the key inventors
whose research activeness or broadness is dramatically higher than other inventors. The
research activeness of inventors can be calculated by the degree centrality and broadness
can be calculated by the betweenness centrality. The formulation of the degree centrality is
as follows [66]:

DEGREE = di, (2)

where di means the number of the linked nodes with the focal node i in a network. The
inventors, having high degree score, have higher co-inventing experiences from many
R&D projects than other inventors and so can be considered as the active inventors in a
company [59]. The research broadness of inventors can be calculated by using betweenness
centrality. The betweenness centrality identifies nodes that act as a bridge or brokerage in
an inventor network, and so an inventor having high betweenness centrality scores is likely
to be an R&D head or leader. The formulation of for the normalized betweenness centrality
is as follows [66]:

bi =
n

∑
j,k∈V,i 6=j 6=k

gjik

gjk
/
(n− 1)(n− 2)

2
, (3)

where bi is the betweenness centrality of the node i, gjik is the number of the shortest paths
between the node j and k that pass through the node i. gjk is the number of shortest paths
from the node j to k, n is the number of total nodes in the network.

The key inventors in the whole network as well as the main paths are identified based
on the above two indicators. The next step is to analyze the key inventors’ technical fields
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where they are mainly focused, which could be identified by the patent classification, e.g.,
Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC). Analyzing the major CPCs of the key inventors can
indicate the important technologies that are related to the corporate strategy. In addition,
the technical knowledge of key inventors in the main paths are helpful to forecast the
further R&D directions. The details on the metrics will be described in Section 3.4.

3.4. Future Direction Analysis

From the knowledge-based view, the main paths show the knowledge genetic map of
the firm. Each node in the main paths inherits knowledge from the ancestor nodes. Thus,
we could predict the future possible technologies based on the nodes in the last layer of the
main.

The embodied knowledge in the nodes in the last layer could be divided into two types:
one is from the internal knowledge flows that are inherited from the ancestor inventions of
the company, and the other is the external knowledge from outside the company. Based
on the knowledge recombination theory [67–73], the injected external knowledge is often
regarded as the main source of innovation, and so the external knowledge injected to
the last nodes can be the signal or major characteristics of the future technologies. Our
empirical study in Section 4.3.1 also supports this point: almost half of new emerging CPCs
in the main paths have presented in the external citation to their cited nodes in the last layer.
Based on this, the CPCs in the external citations of the nodes in the last layer that have
not been presented in each sub-domain are utilized to predict the possible new emerging
knowledge in the next layer.

As mentioned above, the key inventors’ major technical fields are related to the R&D
strategy of a firm, and our experiments also indicate that the key inventors’ recent major
technical capability, i.e., CPCs, can be considered as the internal inheritable knowledge
(Section 4.3.2). In this study, the key inventors are defined as the inventors with top 1%
high degree or top 1% high betweenness indicators among all the inventors in all patents of
Samsung Electronics. The key inventors’ recent major technical capability can be analyzed
by the top 10 CPCs of all their patents in the recent five years, and their top CPCs that have
already appeared in the sub-domain are used to predict the possible future technologies
that would appear again in the next layer.

In summary, this paper predicts future technologies based on the key inventors’ recent
major CPCs and the CPCs within and injected to the last nodes in each sub-domain. The
former denotes the base knowledge that has high possibilities to be employed as ‘backbone’
for the future technologies, and the latter denotes ‘fresh blood’ that is unconventional
knowledge for innovative or novel characteristics. Figure 1 illustrates the detailed process
to predict future technologies.

In Figure 1, a and b are two last nodes on the main paths for the sub-domain A. a1,
a2„ and am (and b1, b2„ and bn) are the cited nodes by the last node a (and b) and so they
are neither Samsung Electronics’ inventions, nor on the main paths. The aim is to predict
the potential CPCs that would be involved in patent x (the next layer). The CPCs in the
external citations that have not presented in the main paths of sub-domain A are identified
as New CPCs, which are “fresh blood”, as explained above, and they are possibly involved
in patent x as the new technical fields. In this study, the recent capabilities of key inventors
in sub-domain A are analyzed based on all the key inventors’ patents published in the last
3 years. Top 10 CPCs in these patents are identified as the “recent capabilities” of the key
inventors, and the CPCs that have already appeared among the top 10 are supposed to
have high possibilities to be present in patent x.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Internal Knowledge Flows

The initial knowledge network contains 86,429 nodes and 67,729 edges based on
the citing–cited relationship. The main paths of Samsung Electronics are generated by
KP-based main path analysis, and 54 patents on the main paths were identified (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The process of predicting future technologies.

Based on the topological structure of the patents on the main paths and their specific
information (bibliographic information and technical texts of the patents), we divided the
technical structure of Samsung Electronics into two main technical fields: LED (including
11 patents on the main paths) and Memory Device (including 43 patents on the main paths).
Then the Memory Device domain was divided into the further two sub-domains: Memory
Circuits and Semiconductor Devices (Figure 2). The nodes highlighted with the black
dotted circle are the patents on the main paths that were invented by the key inventors (the
metrics are described in Section 4.2). Table 1 shows the summary table for the results of
the main paths and co-inventor network analysis. There are seven key inventors whose
inventions are HPPs in the main paths and they are identified. The Semiconductor Devices’
and Memory Circuits’ sub-domains have relatively more key inventors. The LED domain
includes only one key inventor in the main paths (Figure 3).

Table 1. Result summary.

Sub-Domain # Patents # Key Inventors Key Inventors Degree Betweenness Major Technical Capabilities

LED 11 1 KIM,TAE HYUNG 12 863,637.760 H01L51/502, C09K11/883, H01L33/0093,
H01L33/32, H01L51/5072

Memory circuits 27 4

SON,HONGRAK 23 749,000.051 G11C16/26, G11C16/0483, G11C11/5642,
G11C16/10, G11C11/5628

KONG,JUNJIN 27 1,893,719.455 G11C11/5628, G11C11/5642, G11C16/10,
G11C16/0483, G11C16/26

PARK,KITAE 10 735,754.670 G11C16/0483, G11C16/10, G11C16/26,
G11C11/5628, G11C16/08

JANG,JAEHOON 10 819,919.954
H01L27/11582, G11C16/0483,
H01L27/11556, H01L27/11551,

H01L27/1157

Semiconductor
devices 10 5

PARK,KITAE 10 735,754.670 G11C16/0483, G11C16/10, G11C16/26,
G11C11/5628, G11C16/08

CHOI,JUNGDAL 17 365,547.398 H01L27/115, G11C16/0483, H01L27/11521,
H01L27/11524, H01L27/11568

KONG,JUNJIN 27 1,893,719.455 G11C11/5628, G11C11/5642, G11C16/10,
G11C16/0483, G11C16/26

SON,HONGRAK 23 749,000.051 G11C16/26, G11C16/0483, G11C11/5642,
G11C16/10, G11C11/5628

BYEON,DAESEOK 15 365,547.398 G11C16/0483, G11C16/10, G11C16/26,
G11C16/08, G11C16/30

Total 54 7
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Figure 3. Main paths of Samsung Electronics.

4.2. Key Inventor Identification
4.2.1. Co-Inventor Network Analysis

This research analyzes the co-inventor network of Samsung Electronics patents using
the iGraph package for Python. The overall results are as follows (Table 2). First, the
density of the network is very low (0.0002). This is because Samsung Electronics has many
business units, such as memory, mobile phone, and domestic appliances, and inventors
in different business units that are not tightly connected to each other. Second, the mean
value of the degree is 1.333 and the standard variation is 2.221. Since most inventions are
co-invented, co-inventor network analysis can be properly applied. Finally, the average of
betweenness centrality is 24,044.413 and the standard variation is 114,686.498. Since the
standard variation is greater than the value of the degree centrality, few inventors have
dramatically high betweenness centrality. The result shows that the degree (4.199) and
betweenness centrality (147,706.880) in the co-inventor network for 171 inventors on the
main paths are both much higher than the average level in the overall network.

Table 2. Co-inventor network analysis for whole patents and patents on main paths.

Density Degree (All
Inventors)

Betweenness
(All

Inventors)

Degree (171
Inventors on
Main Paths)

Betweenness
(171 Inventors
on Main Paths)

Mean
0.0002

1.333 24,044.413 4.199 147,706.880
Standard
Deviation 2.221 114,686.498 5.364 309,291.731
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4.2.2. Technical Fields of Inventors

The top 20 CPCs of all inventors in Samsung Electronics are shown in Table 3. The
result shows that many inventors are involved in semiconductor devices (with six related
CPCs), smart phones (five related CPCs), and personal computers (four related CPCs).

Table 3. Inventor distribution for top 20 CPCs.

ID CPC Class Definition Technical Field # Inventor

1 H01L2924/00
Indexing scheme for arrangements or methods for

connecting or disconnecting semiconductor or solid-state
bodies, as covered by H01L 24/00 Semiconductor devices

3231

2 H01L2924/0002 Technical content checked by a classifier 2276

3 H01L2924/00014
The subject-matter covered by the group, the symbol of
which is combined with the symbol of this group, being

disclosed without further technical details
2059

4 G06F3/0488 using a touch-screen or digitizer, e.g., input of commands
through traced gestures Smart phone 1813

5 Y02D30/70 Reducing energy consumption in wireless
communication networks Wireless network solution 1797

6 G06F3/04883 Inputting data by handwriting, e.g., gesture or text Smart phone 1744

7 Y02D10/00 Energy efficient computing, e.g., low power processors,
power management or thermal management Base technology 1725

8 G06F3/0482 Interaction with lists of selectable items, e.g., menus Smart phone 1698
9 H01L2224/48091 Arched loop shape of an individual wire connector

Semiconductor devices
1493

10 H01L2924/00012
Indexing scheme for arrangements or methods for

connecting or disconnecting semiconductor or solid-state
bodies, as covered by H01L 24/00

1325

11 H04W4/80
Services using short range communication, e.g., near-field

communication [NFC], radio-frequency identification
[RFID] or low energy communication

Smart phone 1313

12 G06F3/04842 Selection of displayed objects or displayed text elements
Semiconductor devices

1221
13 H01L2924/181 Encapsulation 1216

14 H04W88/02
Terminal devices specially adapted for wireless

communication networks, e.g., terminals, base stations or
access point devices

Wireless communication 1204

15 G06F3/0481

Based on specific properties of the displayed interaction
object or a metaphor-based environment, e.g., interaction
with desktop elements like windows or icons, or assisted

by a cursor’s changing behavior or appearance
Personal computer 1195

16 G06F3/14 Digital output to display device 1169

17 B82Y10/00
Nanotechnology for information processing, storage or

transmission, e.g., quantum computing or single electron
logic

Smart phone 1111

18 G06F3/04817 Interaction techniques based on graphical user interfaces
[GUI] using icons Personal computer

1104

19 G06F1/1626 with a single-body enclosure integrating a flat display,
e.g., Personal Digital Assistants 1103

20 G06F3/04886

Interaction techniques based on graphical user interfaces
[GUI] by partitioning the display area of the touch-screen
or the surface of the digitizing tablet into independently

controllable areas, e.g., virtual keyboards or menus

1068

The next analysis is about the CPC distribution on the main paths (Table 4). There are
171 inventors on the main paths, and many inventors are involved in CPC G11C/16, which
is related to the erasable programmable read-only memories. Among them, 59 inventors
are related to G11C16/0483 and some are related to G11C16/10, G11C16/08, G11C16/26
and so on. This shows that Samsung Electronics focuses on the transistor architecture, and
memory circuits and memory storage are the core technical areas of Samsung Electronics.

4.2.3. Key Inventors on Main Paths

This paper analyzed the degree and betweenness centrality of each inventor. The
inventors having the top 1% degree or betweenness centrality were identified as the key
inventors, and 330 key inventors were identified. Table 5 shows the statistical result for
the different sets. The average degree of the 330 key inventors is 15,863, and the average
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betweenness is 1,068,664.526, which are much higher than the average value of all inventors.
Among them, seven key inventors have patents on the main paths. Based on the major
CPCs of the seven key inventors’ patents, the major technical capability of them were
analyzed and shown in Table 5.

Table 4. Inventor distribution for top 10 CPCs on main paths.

ID CPC # Inventors CPC Definition

1 G11C16/0483 59 Comprising cells having several storage transistors connected in series
2 G11C16/10 43 Programming or data input circuits
3 G11C16/08 36 Address circuits; decoders; word-line control circuits
4 G11C16/26 31 Sensing or reading circuits; data output circuits
5 G11C16/16 23 For erasing blocks, e.g., arrays, words, groups
6 G11C16/14 21 Circuits for erasing electrically, e.g., erase voltage switching circuits
7 G11C16/12 19 Programming voltage switching circuits
8 G11C16/06 17 Auxiliary circuits, e.g., for writing into memory

9 H01L27/115 17 Electrically programmable read-only memories; multistep
manufacturing processes therefor

10 H01L27/11556 17 Channels comprising vertical portions, e.g., U-shaped channels

Table 5. Key inventors (top 1% in whole networks) on main paths.

Inventor Betweenness Degree Patents on Main Paths Major Capabilities

KIM, TAE HYUNG 863,637.760 12 3 LED materials and structures
SON, HONG RAK 749,000.051 23 3 Programming; data I/O circuits
JANG, JAE HOON 819,919.954 10 2 Channel design; read-only memories

PARK, KITAE 735,754.670 10 1 Data I/O circuits; decoders; word-line
control

BYEON, DAE SEOK 365,547.398 15 3 Decoders; power supply circuits; data
I/O circuits

CHOI, JUNG DAL 697,039.692 17 1 Transistors; memory core region;
read-only memories

KONG, JUN JIN 1,893,719.455 27 3 Programming; data I/O circuits
Average 874,945.569 16.286

All inventors of Samsung Patents * 24,044.413 1.333
All key inventors of Samsung

Patents * 1,068,664.526 15.864

LED * 143,398.244 4.412
Memory circuits * 152,559.905 3.788
Flash memory * 113,652.820 3.538

Semiconductor device * 177,307.210 4.712

*: The average value of inventors in the set.

4.3. Future R&D Directions

We selected some patents to find the knowledge inheritance phenomenon on the main
paths and the relationship between the future technologies and key inventors’ technical
capability (Appendix A). The results are shown as follows.

4.3.1. Identification of Newly Injected External Knowledge

The emergence of new technical knowledge in a sub-domain is highly related to the newly
injected or adopted external knowledge represented as knowledge flows through backward
citations. Among 111 CPCs in the nine selected nodes, 52 CPCs appeared for the first time in
the sub-domains, and 23 out of the 52 CPCs were also included in the backward citations of
the end-nodes. This result is consistent with the knowledge recombination theory [67–72] that
stresses the role of unconventional knowledge for creating innovative knowledge.

4.3.2. Identification of Key Inventors’ Capabilities

Among 111 CPCs of the nine selected nodes, 54 CPCs are also frequently included in
the key inventors’ patents in the recent five years and so these technical fields (54 CPCs)
can be considered as the key inventors’ recent technical capabilities. Most of them (39 CPCs
out of 43 CPCs) are not new technical fields, and this shows that the key inventors’ recent
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technical capabilities are highly related to the inheritable knowledge in the sub-domain
(Appendix A). The results indicate that the key inventors’ latest technical capabilities can be
the key clue to predict the technical development directions of firms. In particular, the key
inventors’ technical capabilities, unlike the external knowledge, can represent the central
knowledge basis for corporate R&Ds. Therefore, the future technologies can be predicted
based on combining the new technical fields in backward citations of end nodes and the
key inventors’ latest (recent five years) technical fields in a sub-domain.

4.3.3. Forecasting Future Technologies

Based on the above results, the external citations of seven patents on the last layer of
the main paths, combined with key inventors’ latest major capabilities, are used to extend
the last layer of the main paths. Table 6 shows the new CPCs through external citations
and the key inventors’ recent CPCs in each of sub-domains, and Table 7 shows keywords
and key topics qualitatively extracted from the patents.

Table 6. CPCs for forecasting future directions.
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LED 

75042 H01L33/38 
H01L33/40 
B82Y20/00 
H01L33/36 

H01L21/268 
H01L2224/45144 
H01L2224/48463 
H01L2224/85181 

H01L33/30 
H01L2224/1403 

... 

H01L33/32 
H01L2924/0002 85827 

Memory Circuits 

84462 G11C16/0466 
G11C16/0475 
G11C11/5628 
G11C16/04 

G11C11/4074 
G11C11/4085 
G11C11/4096 
G11C11/5635 
G11C11/5642 
G11C11/5671 

... 

G11C16/04 
G11C16/34 
G11C16/10 
G11C16/26 
H01L27/115 

81009 
86116 

85950 

Semiconductor Devices 83243 

G06F11/00 
G06F11/076 
G06F11/08 

G06F11/1068 
G06F11/1072 
G06F12/0246 
G11C16/3404 
G11C16/3454 
H03M13/3927 

G11C16/00 
... 

G11C16/0483 
G11C16/10 
G11C16/26 

G11C11/5628 
G11C11/5642 
H01L27/115 
G11C16/08 

G11C16/3418 
H01L27/11521 
H01L27/11524 

Table 7. Keywords and key topics extracted from patents of key inventors and external citations. 

 LED Memory Circuits Semiconductor Devices 

Recent major 
capabilities 

from key inven-
tors (existing 

keywords from 
key inventors’ 

patents) 

first electrode layer 
first light 

first semiconductor layer 
insulating layer 

second electrode layer 
semiconductor device 

control logic 
flag cells 

nonvolatile memory device 
plurality of memory cells 

plurality of word lines 
upper surface 

word line driver 
word line voltages 

NAND memory 

bit line 
controls operation 

erasing method 
external device 
memory block 
memory cells 

nonvolatile memory device 
plurality of word lines 

plurality of memory cells 
read command with respect 

read operation 
selected memory block 
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Table 7. Keywords and key topics extracted from patents of key inventors and external citations.

LED Memory Circuits Semiconductor Devices

Recent major capabilities from
key inventors (existing

keywords from key
inventors’ patents)

first electrode layer
first light

first semiconductor layer
insulating layer

second electrode layer
semiconductor device

control logic
flag cells

nonvolatile memory device
plurality of memory cells

plurality of word lines
upper surface

word line driver
word line voltages

NAND memory

bit line
controls operation

erasing method
external device
memory block
memory cells

nonvolatile memory device
plurality of word lines

plurality of memory cells
read command with respect

read operation
selected memory block

voltage generator

New or unconventional
keywords from

external citations

distributed bragg reflection
n-type semiconductor layer

ITO DBR layer
ohmic contact layer

GaN-based semiconductor
layer

upper surface

dummy string selection
horizontal layers

memory cells coupled
string selection transistors

unselected word line
word line driver

upper word line
unselected word lines
unselect read voltage
sampling read voltage

reference pages
lower word line

level look-up table
cell counting operation

The potential technical fields with technical descriptions of each sub-domain of Sam-
sung Electronics were forecasted.

LED: Based on the CPCs H01L33/32 and H01L2924/0002, new CPCs H01L33/38,
H01L33/40, or B82Y20/00 can be added in the future. The potential emerging technologies
in the LED sub-domain are mainly related to the materials of luminous diodes. For example,
CPC B82Y20/00 is related to nano optics (e.g., quantum optics). The quantum dot light
emitting diodes (QLED) have both more technical and economic advantages than the
organic light-emitting diode (OLED) which is one of the mainstream products now. A GaN
(Gallium nitride)-based semiconductor light emitting device is also the potential emerging
technology in the future. A GaN-based micro LED developed by Samsung Electronics
in recent years will be more efficient and brighter with less power than a liquid crystal
display (LCD) or OLED. Besides, technologies related to the LED laser radiation, n-type
semiconductor layer, and indium tin oxide (ITO) material could possibly be adopted in the
future LED sub-domain.

Memory circuits: Based on CPC G11C16/04, G11C16/34, G11C16/10, G11C16/26,
and H01L27/115, the new CPC G11C16/0466, G11C16/0475, or G11C11/5628 can be
added to the memory circuit technologies of Samsung Electronics. Specifically, NAND
memory technologies have high possibilities to dominate the future directions in the
memory sub-domain. NAND memory is one of Samsung Electronics’ main products in
recent years. Actually, Samsung Electronics will expand the scale of production of V-NAND
and V-NAND chips, and they will become the future dominant memory chip market. The
memory cell array which is related to the active region, transistors and interconnection,
and the error detection or error correction may still be the key technologies in the future.
Technologies related to the word line control circuit, input/output (I/O) data management
or control circuits, and programming or writing circuits might be the new important
technological topics after the current main paths.

Semiconductor devices: The new CPCs, G06F11/00, G06F11/076, G06F11/08, and so
on, will be supplemented based on major base CPCs, including G11C16/0483, G11C16/10,
and G11C16/26. Technologies related to memory block, memory circuits, and read voltage
seem to last for the next layer. Besides, the technologies related to electrically programmable
read-only memories (EPROM) and NAND flash will be in the next layer again. New
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dominant technologies in this sub-domain will include the word-lines and read voltage
technologies. In addition, the semiconductor sector in Samsung Electronics will focus
more on some basic technologies, including correct programming, log-likelihood ratio
computation and counting exceeding the word or bit in memory.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new method to analyze technical development directions of a
company using the KP-based main path analysis and co-inventor network analysis. From
the empirical test using the patents of Samsung Electronics, we found the following results
and implications. First, the KP-based main path analysis is useful to identify internal
knowledge flows of a company and it can properly show the developmental trajectories of
each sub-domain, even though the method used only one company’s patents. Second, the
combination of KP-based main path analysis and co-inventor network analysis provides
the rich information for forecasting a company’s future technical directions. The empirical
results show that the new technical capability of key inventors in Samsung Electronics
and the newly injected technical knowledge through backward citations were actually
identified in the later inventions. This result can support the usefulness of the proposed
method.

However, some limitations should be resolved in the future works. First, since this
paper mainly focused on developing a new method, we conducted only one empirical case
to test the method. However, further research should conduct more empirical analyses
for finding potential methodological limitations to be revised and then strengthening the
performance and quality. Second, since the method only uses the patent classification
information for forecasting, it cannot provide specific directions. One potential idea can
be the tracing from the patent classification to the relevant keywords and key-concepts.
Therefore, the future work will focus on the method to identify more clear clues for
forecasting. Third, the KP-based main path analysis requires a huge computing resource
and remains as further qualitative work for decomposing the main paths into sub-domains.
In the further work, the KP calculation algorithm should be revised to reduce the computing
time, and the technique to decompose the main paths into several sub-domains should be
focused on. Fourth, although the method and its empirical result seems to be useful for
forecasting the future technologies after the last layer of the main paths, further research
should concentrate on improving prediction power of the method. One possible attempt is
to supplement other technical documents, e.g., papers. By analyzing the main paths and
inventor network using papers of the company, some information that cannot be identified
from a patent analysis might be identified. Moreover, patents and papers can be linked
through their citations, and it can provide rich information for increasing prediction power.
Lastly, this paper qualitatively described the details of future technologies to increase
the quality of forecasting. Even though a qualitative effort is still important and critical
to provide the detailed and complex implications, it is useful or worthwhile to apply a
quantitative approach for reducing cost and time and providing more robust information.
In fact, we tested some NLP (Natural Language Processing) tools, including RAKE [74],
Topic modeling [75], and TextRank [76], for extracting keywords or key phrases in a patent.
Some extracted keywords were helpful to understand the details of inventions, but most
of the keywords were insufficient to represent the technical knowledge of the inventions.
Therefore, the further research will focus on how to extract key information of the clue
inventions for better forecasting the technical directions.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Summary of CPCs for forecasting technical directions.

Patent ID CPC New in
Sub-Domain

In External
Citations

Recent Major
Capabilities of

Key Inventor (s)

Memory Circuits

86116

G11C11/4074 O
G11C5/025 O
G11C5/06 O

G11C11/409 O
G11C11/4085 O
G11C16/0483 O O O

G11C16/10 O O O
G11C16/26 O O O
G06F11/141 O

G11C11/5621 O O
G11C16/08 O O

G11C16/3427 O O
G11C29/021 O O
G11C29/028 O O
G11C29/52 O O

G11C2029/0411 O O
G11C2211/5648 O

G06F11/00 O

81009

G11C16/0483 O O
H01L27/11582 O O

G11C16/10 O O
H01L27/11556 O O O

G11C16/26 O O
G11C16/24 O

G11C16/3404 O
G11C8/08 O O
G11C8/12 O

G11C16/08 O O
G11C16/3427 O O

84462

G11C16/0483 O O
G11C11/5671 O

G11C16/08 O O
G11C16/10 O O
G11C16/12 O
G11C16/26 O O

H01L27/11582 O O
G11C16/30 O O
G11C5/04 O

G11C11/5628 O O O
G11C11/5642 O O O
G11C16/3404
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Table A1. Cont.

Patent ID CPC New in
Sub-Domain

In External
Citations

Recent Major
Capabilities of

Key Inventor (s)

Semiconductor
Device

44286

G11C16/04 O O
G11C16/08 O O
G11C16/16 O O
G11C16/14 O

H01L27/1157 O
H01L27/11582 O

51823

H01L29/7889 O
H01L29/7926
G11C16/3418 O O
G11C16/0483 O O
H01L27/11582
H01L27/11556 O

G11C16/10 O

79000

G11C16/28 O
G11C11/5628 O O O
G11C11/5642 O O

G11C16/04 O O
G11C16/0466 O
G11C16/0483 O O

G11C16/26 O O
G11C16/3495 O O
G11C29/021
G11C29/028 O

G11C29/50004 O
G11C16/10 O O

G11C2211/5634 O
G11C2029/5004

G11C11/5671 O O
G11C2211/563 O

74214

G11C29/50004 O
G11C16/0466 O O

G11C16/10 O O
G11C16/26 O O O

G11C16/0483 O O
G11C2029/5004 O

G11C11/5642 O O O
G11C29/021 O
G11C29/028 O O
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Table A1. Cont.

Patent ID CPC New in
Sub-Domain

In External
Citations

Recent Major
Capabilities of

Key Inventor (s)

LED

75042

H01L33/387 O O
H01L33/32 O O
H01L33/42 O O
H01L33/46 O O
H01L33/54 O
H01L33/62 O O

H01L2933/0016 O O
H01L33/06 O O
H01L33/10 O

H01L2224/48091 O
H01L33/405 O O

H01L2224/16245 O
H01L2924/00014 O

H01L33/382 O O
H01L33/48 O
H01L33/60 O O

85827

H01L33/42 O
H01L33/54
H01L33/46 O
H01L33/62 O O
H01L33/32 O O

H01L33/387 O O
H01L33/405 O O

H01L2224/16245
H01L33/10
H01L33/06 O

H01L2224/48091 O
H01L2933/0016 O O

H01L33/382 O O
H01L33/48
H01L33/60 O

H01L2924/00014 O
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